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Collection: Soft Repose by Shell Rummel, 
Dual Duty XP® Thread 

Technique: Sewing

Skill Level: Experienced Beginner

Crafting Time: Weekend* 

Finished Size: 
18” (45.72cm) wide x 14” 
(35.56cm) high x 9” (22.86cm) 
deep 

*Crafting time based on Experienced Beginner skill level

Featuring Soft Repose by
Shell Rummel, Dual Duty XP® Thread

Big enough for a night (or even two) away, this 
fun tote offers a shoulder strap for easier carry-
ing and inside clips for security.

Quiet Moments Washington D Extra Light
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Project designed by Melissa Peda

Supplies
• Coats Dual Duty XP® All-purpose thread
• (2) Tim Holtz Eclectic Elements 40mm D-rings
• (1) Tim Holtz Eclectic Elements 18mm swivel latch

Fabric Requirements
DESIGN ARTICLE CODE YARDAGE

(A) Touchstone  PWSR005.8GREY 5⁄8 yd (57.15cm) 

(B) Steel

Magnolia  PWSR002.8GREY 11⁄3 yd (121.92cm) 

Lining
(C) Pebble PWSR006.8GREY 7⁄8 yd (80.01cm) 

(A) (B) (C)

Additional Requirements
• One 3⁄4” (1.91cm) D-ring
• Two ¾” (1.91cm) magnetic purse snaps
• 7⁄8 yd (80.01cm) fusible fleece
• 1 yd (.91m) stiff fusible interfacing, such as Décor-Bond
• Sewing machine
• Basic sewing and pressing supplies

Cutting
WOF = Width of Fabric

Fabric A, cut:
2 rectangles, 28” x 10” (71.12cm x 25.40cm), for bag top 
2 rectangles, 14” x 111⁄2” (35.56cm x 29.21cm), for inside 
pocket

Fabric B, cut:
1 rectangle, 28” x 20” 71.12cm x 50.80cm), for bag 
bottom
4 strips, 6” x WOF (15.24cm x WOF), for handle/strap 
1 strip, 2” x 20” (5.08cm x 50.80cm), for security tab

Fabric C, cut:
2 rectangles, 28” x 191⁄2”(71.12cm x 49.53cm), for lining

Fusible fleece, cut:
2 rectangles, 28” x 10” (71.12cm x 25.40cm) 
1 rectangle, 28” x 20” (71.12cm x 50.80cm)

Fusible interfacing, cut:
2 rectangles, 28” x 191⁄2” (71.12cm x 49.53cm) 
4 strips, 11⁄2” x WOF (3.81cm x WOF)

Preparation
1. Following the manufacturer’s instructions, fuse the

fleece and interfacing to the corresponding fabric
pieces. Do not fuse the 11⁄2” (3.81cm) interfacing
strips until Step 3.

2. Mark the top edge of the bag top rectangles 2”
(5.08cm) in from each side and 91⁄2” (24.13cm) down
each side from upper edge. Draw a line between the
top mark and the side mark. Trim off the triangle on
each side for shaping.

Making the Handles
3. Fold one handle strip in half lengthwise. Press the

center crease. Fuse one 11⁄2” (3.81cm) interfacing
strip to the wrong side of strip along the crease. Fold
the fabric raw edges to the crease and press. Bring 
the folded edges together and press.

4. Edgestitch both long edges of the handle strip and
topstitch along the center.

5. Repeat Steps 3-4 to make the second handle.

All seam allowances are 1⁄2” (1.27cm) and pieces are sewn 
right sides together.

Making the Shoulder Strap
6. Sew the two remaining 6” x WOF (15.24cm x WOF)

Fabric B strips together end to end.
7. Repeat Steps 3-4 to complete the strap.

Assembling the Bag Top
8. Matching the cut edges and being careful not to

twist the handle, pin it to the lower edge of one bag
top 91⁄2” (24.13cm) in from each side. Repeat for the
second bag top. Baste the handle ends in place.

9. Stitch a 51⁄2” (13.97cm) long box to secure each
handle lower section in place, sewing along the
previous line of edgestitching.

10. Sew together the bag top pieces at the side seams.
11. Cut two 12” (30.48cm) lengths from the WOF strap

piece. Thread one length through a large D-ring.
Fold the strap section in half and with raw ends even,
center and pin it over the bag top side seam at the
lower edge. Repeat for the opposite side.
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12. Stitch a 5” (12.70cm) long box to secure each D-ring
strap in place, sewing along the previous line of
edgestitching.

Assembling the Bag Bottom
13. Fold the 28” x 20” (71.12cm x 50.80cm) Fabric B

rectangle in half and sew the 10” (25.40cm) side
seams.

14. To box the corners, fold the side seam over the
center of the piece. Draw a 41⁄2” (11.43cm) long line
in from the point perpendicular to the seamline. Sew
on the line and trim off the excess fabric.

15. Matching side seams, sew the bag top to the bag
bottom. Press the seam toward the bottom and
topstitch close to the seam.

Assembling the Inside Pocket
16. Place the 14” x 111⁄2” (35.56cm x 29.21cm) pocket

rectangles right sides together. Using a 1⁄4” (.64cm)
seam allowance, sew around rectangles, leaving a 4”
(10.16cm) opening for turning. Clip the corners and
turn right side out. Slipstitch the opening closed.

17. Topstitch one long edge for the pocket top.
18. Mark and trim both 28” x 191⁄2” (71.12cm x 49.53cm)

lining rectangles following Step 2.
19. Center the pocket across one lining rectangle,

approximately 5” (12.70cm) from the upper edge.
Edgestitch both sides and across the bottom.

20. Sew the sides and bottom of the lining together,
leaving a 5” (12.70cm) gap in the bottom seam for
turning. Box the lower corners following Step 14.

Assembling the Security Tab
21. Fold the security tab strip in half lengthwise and sew

together the long edges. Turn right side out and
press. Edgestitch both sides.

22. Cut one 8” (20.32cm) piece and thread through the
small D-ring. Slide the D-ring to the center, fold the
tab in half, and baste the cut ends together. Stitch
across the tab just below the D-ring.

23. With raw edges even, sew the D-ring tab to the bag
top, centering it over the side seam.

24. Thread the remaining 12” (30.48cm) tab section
through the swivel latch. Slide the hook to the center,
fold the tab in half, and sew across the strap just
below the latch.

25. Center the hook tab over the side seam and baste in
place at the opposite bag top side seam.

Finishing the Bag
26. Following the manufacturer’s instructions, attach the

magnetic snaps to the lining, 11⁄2” (3.81cm) from top
edge and 31⁄2” (8.89cm) from center.

27. With right sides together, place the outer bag inside 
the lining, matching the side seams. Sew around the 
top edge.

28. Turn the bag right side out through the lining
opening. Slipstitch the opening closed.

29. Press the bag upper edge and topstitch around the
top.

Attaching the Shoulder Strap
30. Thread one end of the strap through the large

D-ring at the bag side seam. Fold under the strap
end 1⁄2” (1.27cm). Sew the folded end to the strap
approximately 2” (5.08cm) from the D-ring.

31. Adjust the strap to a comfortable length, trim any
excess length, and repeat Step 30 to attach to the
other D-ring.

Security Tab
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